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What a breath of fresh air!  I highly recommend this book for folks that are motivated to take their knowledge of FCP to new heights. Bravo Gentlemen!
Kevin Monahan, author-Motion Graphics and Effects in Final Cut Pro, www.fcpworld.com

...provides you with wonderful tips and tricks, most of which you won't get anywhere else. 
Michael Horton, president, Los Angeles Final Cut Pro User Group

What a great collection of tips and trickseveryone will learn something from this book; or be reminded of that great old tip that you'd forgotten.
Tom Wolsky, South Coast Productions, creativecow.net cowmunity leader

Packed with more than 500 techniques, this book delivers what you need to knowon the spot. It is suited to editors of all experience levels, whether you are:
	Migrating from another NLE
	Upgrading to Final Cut Studio 2
	Seeking a handy reference to raise your proficiency
No need to wade through tomes of documentation. Final Cut Studio On the Spot presents immediate solutions in an accessible format. Step-by-step instruction by Apple Certified Pros shows you how to:
	Optimize system performance
	Create impressive titles with Generators, Motion, LiveType, and Photoshop
	Build Commercial-quality transitions
	Work quickly with buttons and keyboard shortcuts
	Color correct to save vital shots, and keep them broadcast legal
	Fix and mix for professional-quality audio
	Use the compositing tools of master editors
	Design and import graphics seamlessly
	Integrate with other applications including Motion, Soundtrack Pro and Color
	Troubleshoot and recover files
	Manage media and backup strategies
	Export and publish finished projects to tape, DVD, or the Web

Richard Harrington is an Apple certified instructor, and founder of a visual communications company called RHED Pixel. He is a popular conference speaker and on-camera trainer, the author of 10 books, and regular magazine contributor.
Abba Shapiro is a lead instructor for Apple's certified training program and an award-winning writer/producer/director in video and film production with over 20 years of experience.
Robbie Carman is an Apple certified instructor and the VP and CTO of Amigo Media. He specializes in online editing and color correction on standard and high definition projects.

USER LEVEL: Intermediate to Advanced     

       About the Author
   
Rich Harrington is a certified instructor for Adobe, Apple, and Avid, and a member of the Photoshop Professionals Instructor Dream Team. His visual communications consultancy, RHED Pixel, creates motion graphics, and produces video and multimedia projects. As a popular speaker, author/contributor to 8 books, on-camera trainer, and contributor to DV, Photoshop User, and Layers magazines, Rich is on the forefront of the video revolution. Look for Richs blog, www.PhotoshopforVideo.com, and its companion video podcast Abba Shapiro is a lead instructor for Apple's certified training program and an award-winning writer/producer/director in video and film production with over 20 years of experience. His production company, Shapiro Video & Multimedia, serves a wide range of commercial, corporate, and federal clients. He teaches Final Cut Studio, and Photoshop for video courses throughout the US.  

Robbie Carman is part of the first generation of certified Apple Final Cut Pro instructors. Currently he is certified to teach Final Cut Pro, DVD Studio Pro, Aperture, and Motion. Robbie specializes in online editing and color correction on standard and high definition projects.
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Strategic Planning for Information SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Since the second edition of this book appeared in 1996, we have seen
Information Technology (IT) become an increasingly integral component
of everyone’s working life and personal environment. IT is now
ubiquitous and enables a degree of connectivity that was difficult to
envisage even 10 years ago. The technology has...
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Nelson Essentials of Pediatrics, 5E with STUDENT CONSULT Access Fifth Edition(Nelson Essentials of Pediatrics)Saunders, 2005

	Completely revised and updated, this reference of choice for students and practitioners offers practical guidance and the latest information on normal growth and development, along with the diagnosis, management, and prevention of common childhood diseases and disorders. Discussions of the pathophysiologic aspects of pediatric disease, the...
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Construct Game Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to Construct Game Development Beginner's Guide. In this book, you will be

	learning to use the free and open source software Construct Classic to make your own

	video games from scratch.





	Construct Classic is a DirectX 9-based game creation environment for Windows, designed for

	making 2D games. Construct...
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Engineering and Chemical ThermodynamicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Chemical engineers face the challenge of learning the difficult concept and application of entropy and the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics. By following a visual approach and offering qualitative discussions of the role of molecular interactions, Koretsky helps them understand and visualize thermodynamics. Highlighted examples show how the material...
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Law Express: Intellectual Property Law (Revision Guide)Longman Publishing Group, 2010

	Intellectual property law is a demanding but enjoyable subject. It covers a range

	of rights, some of which have little in common with others. Students should keep

	in mind that, although some rights may be quite different to others, a number of

	rights may exist in respect of the same subject matter. For example, a new design

	of...
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Beginning PHP and MySQL E-Commerce: From Novice to Professional, Second EditionApress, 2008
Beginning PHP and MySQL E-Commerce: From Novice to Professional, Second Edition covers every step of the design and building process involved in creating powerful, extendable e–commerce web sites. Based around a real–world example involving a web site selling t–shirts, you’ll learn how to create and manage a product...
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